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The surprise this year has been the decline in long-term U.S. interest rates from 3.0% at the 

start of the year to the present 2.66% yield. Lower rates help underpin the equity markets. 

 

After years of underperformance, the Canadian market continues to outperform globally on 

the back of higher energy and commodity prices. Historically, Toronto tends to outperform 

later in the business cycle. 

 

And while the Toronto Index has finally surpassed the pre-credit crisis peak of 2008, the oil 

sub-index has not. This key fact tells us that there is more juice left to carry Canadian 

equities higher over the next 6-12 months. 

 

Stocks in general are fairly valued, but not cheap. Other than specific equity sectors such as 

social media, we are not witnessing manias or investment bubbles. Nonetheless, investors 

are still affected by a fear of stocks and a desire for safety that began with the 2000 

technology, stock collapse and intensified with the credit crisis of 2007-2009. 

 

Second Quarter Performance      

       

Warren Buffet thinks of cash as a “call option” with no expiration 

date. It is an option on every asset class, with no strike price. Cash 

gives investors the option of capitalizing on future weakness, while 

offering some insulation against that weakness in the meantime. 

Investors flush with some cash will at least have the option to deploy 

“cash” strategically. 

 

Benjamin Horwood 

 

Your Fund ended the second quarter with a net asset value of $3,080.17 per unit, an increase 

of $172.43 from the December 31, 2013 net asset value of $2,907.74 per unit (after 

distributions). Year-to-date six month performance: 5.93 %. 

 

Possessing over twenty-three years of front-line experience as a money manager has taught 

us this simple rule: financial markets work in cycles. And as the business cycle grows older 

and progresses from the previous bear bottom (March 2009), stocks generally become more 

expensive. Thus, one must understand that today’s supposed “value stocks” could well 
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become much bigger “values” during the next bear market downturn (one, two or three 

years down the road). 

 

In this business you will eventually be made to look wrong (i.e., buying/selling too early). 

Nonetheless, one must have the fortitude to stay the course while possessing enough 

patience for the right pitch to come along. 

 

Your Fund continues to maintain a large, 20% cash position. Cyclical or lower quality 

companies are the first names where we hit the “sell button”. Hartco, the Quebec-based 

computer/IT firm, has recently put itself up for sale – thank god. We bought cheap, but not 

in relation to our holding period.  

 

Hartco is a perfect example of “time” being the enemy of a poor quality, low ROE (return on 

equity) business. When a business is not increasing its profitability or asset value annually, 

then time becomes your enemy as an investor. We recently sold half our position at a small 

profit. Takeover suitors are not cascading in for this “blemished duckling”. In the end, 

Hartco may be worth more for its liquidation value in light of the disruptive technological 

changes occurring in its industry. (Note: Hartco has no business relationship to the defunct 

Hart department store chain) 

 

OUTLOOK  

 

It is simply implausible that Iran would go to such great lengths to get 

one screwdriver’s turn away from the most powerful weapon on Earth. 

…and then suddenly…voluntarily stop short. 

 

Matthew Kroenig, Author 

“A Time to Attack” 

June 2014 

 

Stock market volatility has been largely absent over the past nine months. Don’t be 

fooled by this temporary seductive calm. Stock-market corrections are a normal and 

healthy process necessary to maintain an orderly balance in the financial markets. 

Corrections also curb investor enthusiasm, thus inhibiting speculative bubbles and 

financial crashes. (Think of brush fires, instead of a full-blown, out-of-control forest fire). 
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Besides the ever present risk of higher long-term interest rates (arriving when one least 

expects it), there is, as always, a multitude of long-term simmering geo-political 

volcanoes just waiting to erupt in the Middle East and around the globe (i.e., Argentinian 

debt default). 

 

Like a slow motion train wreck (think 95 years in the making), it’s payback time for the 

reckless blunders the British and French inflicted on the region when the 1916 Sykes-

Picot Agreement divided up the carcass of the Ottoman Empire. 

 

What emerged from the Ottoman Empire were largely artificial constructions (states) 

that reflected British/French competition and imperial interests, rather than the natural 

ethnic, religious, economic and geographic borders of the region itself. According to one 

expert, Professor David W. Lesch, of Trinity College, “what kept these artificial creations 

together was the on-the-ground military presence of the British, French and eventually 

the Americans. When one of these (powers) was not present, military dictatorship filled 

the void that emerged from colonialism, imperialist machination and the lack of national 

identity.” Today’s Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states are not 

truly nations, but rather families, clans, tribes, and sects, divided primarily along 

Shia/Sunni religious fault lines. 

 

It is our belief that the long-term secular decline in interest rates (1981-2012) will only be 

conclusively broken with the outbreak of a major military conflagration. Remember, a 

war normally entails borrowing copious quantities of a currency, which inevitably leads 

to higher interest rates and higher commodity prices. Not so bad for Canada. 

 
 

Respectfully yours,
 **
  

 

Benjamin D. Horwood 

Portfolio Manager 

July 10
th
, 2014 

P.S. Do visit us at our web site: www.valuecontrarian.com 

∗∗
We’re often asked: “When is the best time to invest in the Value Contrarian Fund?” Although there is no best time, 

since it is impossible to time the market, a preferable entry point is when the Fund has produced a month of negative 

returns or a year of underperformance. Unfortunately, human nature prefers the exact opposite. 

 
Overall, long-term shareholders in the V/C Fund benefit from a sinking stock market, the same as a regular grocery 

shopper benefits from declining food prices. So when stock markets plummet – as they will from time to time – 

“neither panic nor mourn”. It’s good news for your Fund. 


